I have the FIRST CARD.

I have ECONOMIST.

I have POLITICAL SCIENTIST.

Who has the study of how
people live in groups?

Who has a social scientist
who studies the natural and
constructed features of
Earth’s surface?

Who has a social scientist
who studies the past?

I have HISTORIAN.
I have SOCIAL SCIENCES.

I have GEOGRAPHER.
Who has a diagram that
explains distances on a map?

Who has a person who
studies how people live in
groups?

Who has features made by
nature such as land, water,
plants, and animals?

I have SOCIAL SCIENTIST.

I have NATURAL FEATURES.

I have SCALE.

Who has the way people in a
community use resources to
meet their needs and wants?

Who has features made by
people such as towns, roads,
bridges, and dams?

Who has an explanation of
what the symbols on a map
stand for?

I have ECONOMY.

I have CONSTRUCTED
FEATURES.

I have MAP KEY.

Who has a social scientist
who studies the economy of a
community?

Who has a social scientist
who studies government?

Who has imaginary lines
around the globe that run
east and west; also called
parallels?

I have GLOBAL GRID.

I have PLATEAU.

I have LINES OF LATITUDE.
Who has imaginary lines
around the globe that run
between the North and South
Poles; also called meridians?

Who has a map that shows
just one kind of information,
such as rainfall or elevation?

Who has a bowl-shaped
landform that is lower than
the surrounding land?

I have LINES OF LONGITUDE.
I have SPECIALTY MAP.

I have BASIN.

Who has low, flat land that
runs along a coast?

Who has lots of different
groups of people living in
this country?

I have THE EQUATOR.

I have COASTAL PLAIN.

I have DIVERSE.

Who has the imaginary line
that dives the world into the
Eastern and Western
Hemispheres?

Who has an area of land that
does not border an ocean?

Who has the first
Americans?

I have THE PRIME MERIDIAN.

I have INLAND.

I have NATIVE AMERICANS.

Who has the grid formed by
crisscrossing lines of latitude
and longitude on a map?

Who has a high, flat
landform that rises steeply
from the land around it?

Who has people living in the
United States whose
ancestors were Spanish
settlers?

Who has the imaginary line
that divides the earth into
two halves: the Northern
Hemisphere and the Southern
Hemisphere?

I have LATINOS.

ANSWER KEY

FIRST CARD
Who has a person who comes SOCIAL SCIENCES
to live in a country from
SOCIAL SCIENTISTS
another place?
ECONOMY
ECONOMIST
GEOGRAHPER
NATURAL FEATURES
CONSTRUCTED FEATURES
POLITICAL SCIENTIST
HISTORIAN
I have IMMIGRANT.
SCALE
Who has the descendants of MAP KEY
LINES OF LATITUDE
immigrants from Europe?
LINES OF LONGITUDE
EQUATOR
PRIME MERIDIAN
GLOBE GRID
SPECIALTY MAPS
COASTAL PLAIN
I have EUROPEAN
INLAND
AMERICANS.
PLATEAU
BASIN
DIVERSE
Who has the first card?
NATIVE AMERICANS
LATINOS
IMMIGRANT
EUROPEAN AMERICANS
Terms are covered within….

CHAPTER 1: What are the Social Sciences?
CHAPTER 2: Exploring Regions of the United
States
CHAPTER 3: The Peopling of the United States

